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PREFACE

Lumber and lumber products play an important part in the economy

of the western United States and promise to increase in importance in

the years to come. They have an important bearing on our national wel

fare in that the housing of a nation is an opportunity that lumber alone

can accomplish efficiently. Yet it will be only through the skillful

administration of manufacturing companies that lumber can compete with

many of the substitutes in the construction field. Timber is a re

placeable crop and therefore should be utilized to the greatest possible

extent without allowing any waste of this marvelous commodity.

It is believed that efficient administration of sawmills will

greatly increase the utilization of timber through more careful manu

facturing and control of the product.

It is hoped that this thesis on Some Aspects of Ponderosa Pine

Sawmill Administration will be of some value insofar as modern sawmill

administration is concerned.

This thesis is the result of considerable research on the sub

ject of administration by the author, and though it was impossible to

cover entirely the broad field of sawmill administration; it is believed

the importance to management of the few aspects considered is such that

the work and effort put into the paper is justified.

The writer wishes to acknowledge his indebtedness to the authors

Nelson C. Brown; Richard H. Lansburgh; William R. Spriegelj Carl G.

Gaum; Harold F. Graves; Lyne S. S. Hoffman; H. W. Eckardt; Samuel W.

Specthrie; Albert H. Mobray; and Joseph L. Muller.

I am greatly indebted to the individuals: C. F. Wagner,



Manager of the Oregon Insurance Rating Bureau; W. E. Griffee, Western

Pine Association; K. G. Borchgrevink, fellow student; J. B. Grantham,

Acting Head, Department of Forest Products, at Oregon State College;

J. F. Ligon, instructor of English; Vondis Miller, Assistant Super

visor of the Ochoco National Forest; and Charles C. Arveson, U. S.

Epperson Underwriters.

I am especially grateful to Mr. Stuart Sheik, General Manager

of the Ochoco Lumber Company, for his generous cooperation and informa

tion.

Joseph Mason, Jr.
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I

INTRODUCTION

Object of Thesis

The object of this thesis, Some Aspects of Ponderosa Pine Sawmill

Administration, is to discuss some of the important phases of adminis

tration that sawmill executives must carefully consider when they are

planning and building a sawmill which would be used to cut and completely

manufacture ponderosa pine timber.

Scope of Thesis

This thesis discusses some of the important phases of ponderosa

pine sawmill administration that the author believes are very instru

mental to successful operation of a sawmill. The problems involved in

choosing the best possible location for the sawmill, developing the

organization structure, establishing the type of organization, deter

mining the insurance requirements, and the importance of the operating

statement are discussed from the administration's viewpoint, as to the

significance of these factors in sawmill management.

Summary

Basically, a sawmill is located near a timber supply which the

mill builders own or which will be available to them through some sort

of a purchasing agreement.

The following factors should be considered in determining the

exact location of the future mill: "1. The availability of land to

meet the current requirements and future expansion needs as well as

the relative cost of this land in comparison with other cost factors;



2. The nearness of other industries essential in providing supplies upon

which the given plant maybe dependent; 3. Transportation facilities

for raw materials, finished products, and employees; U. Availability

and characteristics of the labor supply; 5. Importance of the local

market; and 6. Community restrictions and in some instances community

aids." (5)

Locating the sawmill in a specialized mill-town will provide an

abundance of the type labor desired to work in the mill, but the chance

that there will be poor labor relations resulting from this location is

greater than if the location were chosen in a town or city that has no

mills at the time.

A suburban location within a city's limits will provide many

desirable advantages as: proximity of labor, power source, low insur

ance and good fire protection.

The log supply and the length of time it will last are important

factors to consider in the location problem. The supply must be large

enough to warrant the hauling costs and the investment needed to build

roads and maintain them for the period the mill plans to operate.

It is important to decide whether the lumber manufactured will

be air-seasoned or kiln dried before the local site can be picked.

Should the mill desire to kiln-dry all the lumber; the matter of

location is not too important. However, if it is the plan to air-

season the lumber, it is essential that the site chosen is not on

swampy ground where the damp conditions prevailing would slow the

seasoning operation and possibly result in stained lumber.

Acreage requirements for the initial plant as well as all

possible future requirements should be considered. The majority of



land needed will be for the mill pond and seasoning yard. Careful plan

ning will later prove valuable in making expansion both economical and

easy.

A survey of potential housing for employees should be made in

order that an industrial housing project can be established if local

housing is insufficient for the future employees.

Because the water requirements of a sawmill are very extensive,

it will be necessary for the company to be sure that sufficient water

will be available from some source for the mill pond, boilers and

general use.

The market for the lumber which will be produced must be con

sidered, as to the cost of transportation of the product and as to the

value of the product concerned. "A proper balance in location between

the log supply and lumber market should be carefully considered." (2)

The sawmill organization must be viewed in two senses. In its

broadest sense it refers to the relationship between the various

factors present. Thus land, labor, capital, and the entrepreneur may

be combined in various relationships to affect an economic organization.

The direct sawmill organization, itself, is concerned primarily with

the internal relationships within the mill such as responsibilities of

personnel, arrangement and grouping of machines, material control,

marketing, and other technological matters. Viewed in this light,

organization is the structure which the various factors operate to

achieve the objectives of the institution.

The primary fundamentals of organization are four-fold:

1. Regard for the aim of the enterprise; 2. Establishment of

definite lines of supervision; 3. Placing of fixed responsibility;

i+. Regard for the personal equation.



The operating fundamentals of organization lay down the basic

ground work for operating the sawmill. It is from an application of

these fundamentals that the business begins to operate, live, and

prosper.

These operating fundamentals are: 1. Development of an adequate

system; 2. Establishment of adequate records; 3» Proper operating rules

and regulations; and 1|.. Exercise of effective leadership.

The organization used by the majority of well-integrated medium-

sized sawmills is general throughout the western sawmill region. It is

a combination of the "military" and the "line-and-staff" type organiza

tion. Supreme authority exists in the head of the organization and

definite and fixed responsibilities rest on subordinate department heads.

The corporate organization is composed of stockholders who are

the monetary backers of the enterprise. A board of directors governs

the organization and it is from this group that the general manager is

usually chosen for the medium-size mill.

The initial financing is usually through stock, bond, and note

issues. The mill equipment is usually obtained through the use of

purchase contracts and the initial working capital for preliminary

operations is generally acquired by field-warehousing the product

inventory.

"Every sawmill in its various activities is faced with unavoid

able risks. In addition to the uncertainties incident to the normal

course of business, there are numerous external hazards beyond

company control which must be faced." (2)

The most common forms of insurance available to absorb the risk

from these hazards are: 1. Direct liability insurance; 2. Use and



Occupancy; 3. Depreciation Insurance; h» Liability and Credit Pro

tection; and 5. Workmen's Compensation Insurance.

Most of the progressive insurance underwriters offer engineer

ing and planning services to sawmill administrators who are building

new plants or expanding old ones. A company can often save itself

many dollars in premiums if it will request these services and utilize

them in locating and constructing new structures. (2)

A definite fixed cost for insurance must be charged against

every thousand board feet of lumber produced in the sawmill. There

are various federal and state requirements, as to the matter of com

pensation and liability insurance, which must be satisfied.

Perhaps the most important service of accounting to sawmill

management is the concrete measurement it can be made to render of

the effect on profits of the business activities, methods, and

policies.

The operating statement of a sawmill's operations renders a

definite picture, monthly, of the unit costs per thousand board feet

as charged against each activity in the manufacturing phase, from tree

to the soId-product.
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CHOOSING THE LOCATION

Location in Respect to Town

"The primary factors in determining the exact location or site

within a given area include: 1, The availability of land to meet

current requirements and future expansion needs as well as the rela

tive cost of this land in comparison with other cost factors;

2. The nearness of other industries essential in providing supplies

upon which the given plant may be dependent; 3« Transportation facilit

ies for raw materials, finished products, and employees; 1+. Availability

and characteristics of the labor supply; 5» Importance of the local

market; and 6. Community restrictions and in some instances community

aids." (5)

Specialized Mill-Town. Locating the sawmill in a town where

specialized mill workers live simplifies management problems because

the other similar industries hold a reserve of sawmill workers avail

able for the plant. Not only is there a trained labor sxipply available

in such localities, but the ease of financing the mill and selling

the product is enormously increased. The banks in such communities

are familiar with the needs of the sawmill, have a knowledge of good

business practices in the industry, and are usually willing, to the

limit of their ability, to aid in any legitimate way they can.

It is generally true that buyers gravitate to localities in

which an industry is centered. Usually a dominating market is

established in the town in which mills are located.



Another benefit of a location in a specialized community is the

proximity of machinery manufacturers who make the type of equipment

that is used in the sawmill industry. Required machinery can be pro

cured on short notice and repairs to machinery can be secured quickly.

If the machinery manufacturer himself is not represented in the

specialized center, it is probable that repair shops will spring up.

This appeals particularly to companies which are not large enough to

maintain their own repair departments.

However, the specialized community has often caused problems to

arise, which in the past resulted in difficulties v/hen not handled

properly. Specialization within an area facilitates the unionization

of labor within the industry, and if management does not wish the unions

in a plant or cannot work with them when they do exist, then problems

with labor will likely be so great that the mill will have to close or

reorganize.

A location near a large city is often advantageous in that there

is a large labor supply, financing of the enterprise is often easier,

and social and educational advantages for employees and executives are

usually very extensive.

However, there are numerous disadvantages such as scarcity of

available sites that provide room for expansion, the land is expensive,

taxes are high, labor costs are high because of high living costs, and

labor relations are at times less friendly in larger cities than in

small communities. (5)

Suburban Location. Many companies have found the suburban loca

tion as ideal for sawmills, because when located inside a city's limits

they can get lower fire insurance rates and better fire protection.
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Housing for the employees is already available and it is not necessary

for the company to set up industrial housing, which in many cases has

been unsuccessful because the housing projects were set up on a

paternalistic concept which was unsound. (5)

Thoughtful companies try to locate the mill-proper on the side of

a town which will make it possible for them to haul logs to their mill

without having to send loaded trucks through town — this greatly speeds

up the flow of logs because the travel is away from the congested

traffic and the dangers of accidents from the unwieldy log-trucks are

avoided. (10)

The larger a town is, the better chance the mill has to sell the

waste wood as fuel; while if the mill is located entirely away from a

town of any size there is a terrific problem of getting any monetary

return at all from the mill waste.

Power Source

The small mill is concerned with the problem of a power source,

as it cannot afford to manufacture electricity with a plant of its own.

The medium-sized and larger mills are fortunate in that they have

sufficient power requirements to warrant the inclusion of steam-turbine

electricity generators which not only furnish the mill with power while

utilizing waste-wood as fuel, but often make it economical to sell power

to local communities. Frequently communities contract for this power

from the mill with the understanding that the towns' power facilities

may be used by the mills when the power producing equipment at the

mills is temporarily out of commission. (10)

Log Supply

Basically, a sawmill is located near a timber supply which the



mill already owns or which will be available to the mill through some

sort of purchase agreement. There should be mature timber available

for a period of twenty years operation, at least, in order that proper

depreciation on the mill cost can be written off.

Many mills are establishing sustained-yield programs which will

assure them of a perpetual log supply. Some mills are depending on

their own source of timber from tree farms which they are establishing,

while others have worked out long-term agreements with the Forest

Service so they may buy timber from them for years to come. (10)

Seasoning Problems

Locating the mill from a standpoint of seasoning the lumber is

important, because dry air-requirements for air-seasoning lumber are

quite extensive. If the mill location is in a swampy valley, it is

often compulsory to utilize dry kilns in order to get complete drying

of the green lumber, while if the location were elevated to some extent,

then the dry wind-currents would greatly facilitate the drying process.

It is dangerous from a standpoint of possible blue-staining of pine

lumber to have the seasoning yard in a damp, undrained location. The

seasoning-yard location must be considered in respect to the mill

location itself and also with the water supply and water-holding

ability of the mill pond.

Acreage Requirements

It is well to consider all the possibilities of future expansion

when locating and buying the mill site and when computing the amount

of land required for the plant. Many small mills gradually increase

their production facilities until they become cramped for; log storage

space, facilities for piling lumber, location of dry kilns, planing
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mills, and other component parts of an efficiently operated mill. Care

ful planning will later prove valuable in making expansion economical

and easy.

Area Required. When computing the area required for air-seasoning

of lumber, the following rule of thumb may be used as a guide: "Allow

one acre of land for every million board feet of lumber that is to be

air seasoned at one time." (h) This could be less in very dry areas

and should be greater if the mill is located on swampy ground where air-

seasoning will be slower.

"The mill pond capacity can be computed by allowing one acre for

every 1400,000 board feet of logs that the pond will be required to hold."

(k) The last-mentioned figure is for the working log pond and the amount

can be increased somewhat for winter-storage in a separate storage pond

during the months that it is impossible to get logs from the woods, yet

while it is still desirable to operate the mill.

Land Values. If the land values of a site, picked to meet the

above requirements, are deemed excessively high, then the cost of

installing dry kilns for the complete seasoning operation must be con

sidered in order to allow reduction in the seasoning-yard size. However,

if the land values are so high that even this will not bring them into

adjustment; it is best to look for another location. Cramping the plant

into too small a location not only greatly reduces its efficiency, but

will result in greater fire-hazards with the resultant higher insurance

premiums.

Housing For Employees

The necessity of seeing that employees have adequate housing is

relatively unimportant in larger cities and towns, but when a mill is
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to be built away from established housing, it is then necessary for the

mill to secure housing for the men and their families.

The Industrial Town. If it is necessary for the company to set

up an industrial town or "Mill Town," the matter of maintaining good

relations wiiii the men employed is important; and it is essential that

the normal activities people expect in a regular-established town be

made available to the employees and their families. These activities

include schools, churches, recreational opportunities, and a number of

other things deemed necessary for people to enjoy life.

"When the company goes into a small community and builds their

own housing project, they can benefit by allowing the company-owned

houses to pass into the hands of the workers through the financial

assistance of the company, or the houses may be owned by a separate

corporation, in turn owned by employer and employees. Should the

company own permanently a large share of the houses in such a town or

village it is likely to result in the abuses that have brought condemna

tion upon industrial housing projects in the past." (5)

Community Logging Camp. At present, and more so in the future,

is the fact that timber supplies are remote and too far from the mill

ing centers to allow the larger mills to locate at the timber supply;

this has forced many mills to set up community logging camps with

facilities for families to live comfortably at the logging camp. This

is a far cry from the day when all loggers were single and willing to

live in bachelor bunk-houses in a camp with no recreational opportunities.

The problem now is so great, because the camps are too far from towns

to allow commuting, that companies have to establish good camps at the

log-supply point or fail to hold woods workers on their payrolls.

"Furthermore, the costs of changing employees continuously will be
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decreased if the employees can live in a better home when working for a

particular company. The cost of replacing employees may be found to be

larger than the interest rates on the money that a company may tie-up

in an industrial housing project whether it is located in an established

community or at a logging camp." (5)

Water Supply

The water requirements of a sawmill are extensive and it is

important that arrangements are made to provide sufficient water for the

pond operations as well as water for the boilers and general use about

the mill.

Locating the mill near a stream so that gravity flow from the

stream is available for keeping the pond full is practically necessary,

as water supplied from municipal water sources often runs into consider

able cost. In some instances pumpijtig plants can be set up to pump water

to the pond, but this method of supply is also very expensive. The

water supply for the boilers should be clear and reasonably free of

dirt and minerals. Often stream water or pumped water will be avail

able and satisfactory for this use, but if too much mineral content

or dirt is present it will be necessary for the mill to set up a

condenser-tank to reclaim the majority of the used-steam that would

otherwise run off into the air. The condensed steam will give clear,

fresh, mineral-free water for use in the boilers.

Markets

Markets in Respect to Transportation. "The mill should be

favorably located with reference to cost of transportation to lumber

markets which may be from a few miles to more than 3,000 miles

distant from the mill location. Lumber markets are highly competitive,
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and railway, water, or truck rates often determine the shipping distances

of the lumber." (2) Ponderosa pine markets are primarily in the East and

Middje West and must compete with lumber manufactured in the Southern

States. The efficient pine mills in the west can compete with the

southern mills in most cases, because the western mills have lower

production costs resulting from better-quality timber. The New England

States are exceptionally competitive from a market point of view because

the lumber arriving at these points has been shipped from west-coast,

fir, cargo-mills by cheap inter-coastal freighter. (2)

"A proper balance in location between log supply and lumber market

should be carefully considered." (2)

Markets in Respect to Product. Local delivery of ponderosa pine

lumber increased during the past five-year period until it reached a

peak of 33*5 P©r cent of the total shipments in 19U7. This material

was predominately box and common grades with common being 7,hl per cent

and box 21,2 per cent of the total shipments. The remaining 66.5 per cent

was shipped to markets in all parts of the United States, Canada, and

foreign countries. (13)

The majority of the lumber to be used as cut-up stock is shipped

to Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, and South Dakota where the large cut-up

plants are concentrated. New York and Ohio have the principal

re-distribution yards and handle large quantities of all the lumber

grades.

Generally it is difficult to sell the shop and lower grades of

lumber beyond the middle-west because high shipping costs make such

shipments uneconomical and also a great deal of low-grade lumber is

produced in the east. The clears can be profitably marketed on the

east coast because they are a high-value product.
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Ponderosa pine mills can expect to have a ready market for their

clear lumber in the future because, "Before plywood production expanded,

the fir mills saved high-grade logs that would develop clears for lumber

production. The plywood mills are now taking practically all high-grade

fir logs and fir sawlogs now developing reduced-volume clears for use in

plywood manufacture. The resultant shortage of fir-clears has increased

the demand for pine-clears. Thus, the heavy demand for pine-clears has

upset the normal price differentials on all clear pine grades making it

possible to salvage all clear lumber in the log." (10)

Most progressive sawmills have found it a wise policy to build

up a permanent customer following which can be depended upon to take a

large percentage of the entire mill output. These customers are placed

on a quota basis regarding their past purchases and they in turn buy but

a certain part of their requirements from one mill. The latter precau

tion is important in case a mill should be out on strike or be disabled

as a result of a serious fire. In turn, the mill makes sure its

customers in the cut-up plant market-areas are scattered.
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III

ORGANIZATION DEVELOPMENT

It is logical that the primary steps in management-development of

any enterprise is proper organization. After the business has been con

ceived, in this case a sawmill, and the broad policies which are to be

followed have been established and before actual operating methods are

devised, at least a skeleton organization must have been developed. A

sawmill business which is well organized, has gained an excellent start

toward effective operation. A great deal of the criticism which has

been aimed at certain methods of management in particular enterprises,

should be leveled at the faulty organization, which made impossible

the laying of the ground work on which these methods should have been

based. In the sawmill business, and if organization is good, when

forward steps in management are tried, they will usually succeed with

little difficulty. (5)

The sawmill organization may be viewed in two senses. In its

broadest sense it refers to the relationship between the various

factors present. Thus land, labor, capital, and the entrepreneur may

be combined in various relationships to effect an economic organiza

tion. The direct sawmill organization, itself, is concerned primarily

with the internal relationships within the mill such as responsibilities

of personnel, arrangement and grouping of machines, material control,

marketing, and other technological matters. Viewed in this light,

organization is the structure which the various factors operate to

achieve the objectives of the institution.
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System is a mechanism of management, functioning within an organi

zation, and arises when procedures have been standardized. Thus, the

efforts of men and departments are coordinated and integrated. System

is regulatory in nature and is not within itself constructive, but it

may be a means of simplifying constructive effort. System is not an

end in itself and must be carefully used lest it develop into a stifling

influence. (5)

In order to build-up an effective industrial organization as is

necessary in a sawmill; it requires proper observance and application

of a series of "fundamentals of organization" by the management. These

fall in two groups, primary fundamentals and operating fundamentals.

The primary fundamentals must be considered by the executives when

setting up the scheme of organization and before any great attention

is given to the operating fundamentals. The operating fundamentals

themselves may be said to be executive in character. The latter put

into effect the concepts of the person or persons who worked out the

primary fundamentals. They aid in the application of primary funda

mentals to the administration of the mill. These primary fundamentals

of business organization deal mostly with the phases of management which

include policy and organization-building.

Fundamentals of Organization

The primary fundamentals are four-fold; (5)

1. Regard for the Aim of the Enterprise. Regard for the aim of the

enterprise is the first of the primary fundamentals to consider. It

is quite important at the time when the first steps are taken in the

building or development of the structure which will be termed the

organization of the sawmill.
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Length of life of the sawmill organization and the desired speed

of results are important factors to consider in the development of its

structure. Thus, the organization necessary to operate a sawmill for

ten years of operation, which would cut out and get out, would be much

different than if it is the company's intention to operate on an intri

cate sustained-yield basis. In determining the aim of an organization,

major plant policies must be carefully considered.

2. Establishment of Definite Lines of Supervision. Establishing definite

lines of supervision lays down the lines of control which are exercised

over the personnel of the sawmill organization. These lines may be

looked upon as lines of authority along which information necessary to

the execution of particular tasks is communicated. It should be kept

in mind that this is a two-way path; not only must instructions flow

down, but reports of progress must come back along the same lines. Care

must be taken that the free flow in both directions is not checked. The

lines of authority must be established to conform to the organization-

type, which is usually the line-and-staff type when applied to a manu

facturing plant such as a sawmill. A lack of definite lines of authority

will result either in overlapping of duties or gaps which are not cared

for by the organization as constructed. Such lack, which indicates

poor placement of fixed responsibilities, will result in dissension

between whole departments of the organization.

A substitute for each executive within the organization is

important. He must be available to act in case of illness or enforced

absence of the superior, and must be capable of taking over his

superior's duties.

The plan for provision of substitures must be worthy and have
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the complete confidence of all members of the organization in the plans

purpose; otherwise, they may feel the plan is just a club being held

over their heads. The use of a substitution-plan often causes a surplus

of executives. It is, therefore, imperative that each substitute have

a definite spot in the organization before the plan is set-up. The

calibre of these substitutes must be such that they will have the

abilities necessary in stepping-up on the organization ladder.

3. Placing of Fixed Responsibility. Placing of fixed responsibility is

the third fundamental of organization, and it accurately eliminates gaps

or overlaps of responsibility along the lines of supervision which have

been laid down. The more responsibility that can be definitely given

to subordinate executives; the easier it will be to develop substitutes.

The main results which are achieved through careful placing of

responsibility are: "1. Fixed responsibility acts as an incentive to a

subordinate. This is particularly true in very large organizations;

2. Fixed responsibility aids in the general speed-up of work. It

immediately becomes possible to know to whom communications should be

addressed or which executives should be called into conference on any

particular topic; and 3« The accurate placing of responsibility assists

in developing discipline as a means of control." (5)

J4. Regard for the Personal Equation. By regard for the personal equation

is meant consideration of the capabilities and limitations of men. In

setting-up lines of supervision and in fixing responsibilities it is not

possible to think only of the factors of the business which would

ordinarily demand that decisions of a certain nature be made. The

personnel available, or which can be made available must be taken into

account. Men cannot be moved about an organization as if one were

playing checkers, but considerable thought must be given to their



abilities, perdonalities, limitations, and desires.

The habits and inertia of personnel of an organization must be

thoughtfully considered, and lines of supervision must often be warped

in order to meet these two factors.

The Operating Fundamentals of Organization

The operating fundamentals of organization lay down the basic

ground work for operating the sawmill. It is from an application of

these fundamentals that the business begins to operate, live, and prosper.

Should management fail to recognize them or fail to apply them correctly -

then the organization is doomed to eventual failure as it attempts to

meet strict competition in the industry.

1, Development of an Adequate System. System is but an art of organiza

tion and not the whole. Used as an operating mechanism it helps bind

and integrate the whole mechanism of organization together. System is

the order and the method in all parts of an undertaking. It is a

definite bulwark that prevents lines of authority from being over

stepped, while it relieves the man heading the organization of the

details of execution. Work is sent to executives with the preliminary

steps completed and ready for their attention; thus they may apply

their entire time to matters of maximum responsibility.

It is the function of system to keep the factors in a business

moving in a regular and accustomed pattern and to provide in advance

for all detail work; preliminary or consequent.

System implies orderly work, but it does not necessarily imply

economy. A system may be wasteful while it is highly systematic,

thus many highly developed systems rightfully fall into disrepute, but

this should not cause an elimination of properly worked-out systems.

A principle of system-management is the "exception principle".
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When operating under this principle, instead of the executive attempting

to act personally on each case coming under his general jurisdiction;

he acts only on the exceptional matters. A system of checks and

balances has been developed along the lines of fixed responsibilities

and the recurring matters are made routine so they may be handled

without reference to the executive himself.

A great aid in developing system is the very practical use of

reports from subordinates to the chief. These need not be elaborate,

but should be of a nature that is practical. The ability of a young man

entering the field to properly present the subject at hand for the con

sideration of his chief will show the latter that he may have confidence

in the man who has taken this way of showing he has successfully mastered

his job and is the type of person to whom more responsibilities may be

given.

These reports to executives should always be concise and should

give the general facts and conclusions, if any, at the beginning; follow

ed by the elaborate detail and data used to write the report. However,

the management should not get "report-itis" and require reports when no

practical value can be made of them. The prime requisite of a report

is that it must serve some useful purpose in operating the business.

2. Establishment of Adequate Records. Adequate records and the proper

keeping of them will not insure success for a sawmill operation, but

these records help avoid trouble. By maintaining proper records the

executive division will at all times be in close contact with the

business. If there should be faults in the methods of operation;

records will disclose them, (8)

The provision of just the right kind of records in just the right

quantity is one of the clearest indications of good organization. Too
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few records are costly and too many records are equally so. When the

necessity of records is realized by the sawmill administrators; the

immediate danger is development of "red-tape". There should be only

the forms necessary to do the job thoroughly. A multiplicity of forms

results in their frequent loss, and the consequence is absence of in

formation that is necessary because one or two of the many forms needed

to care for a certain problem is not available.

Standardization of the forms is essential for ease of filing,

reading, immediate availability and to set them up so that the most

important information will stand out most clearly when the form is

filled in.

One important consideration to study in establishing records for

various uses is to ascertain whether their use justifies their cost of

collection. One such group that is very important is cost records.

Proper cost analysis provides information on conditions demanding re

organization and on the operation of the organization. (Types of

cost and operating records necessary to compile a complete "operating

statement" will be discussed later on in this section.)

Records, to be valuable, must be compiled so they will give

comparative information which can be used to indicate past and future

trends.

3« Proper Operating Rules and Regulations. "The third of the operating

fundamentals of organization, rules and regulations, is the tie-that-

binds together all the other fundamentals." (5)

Rules and Regulations define the scope of the application of

system to varied parts of the line of authority, provide for the

utilization of the records, and function in many other ways to integrate

the organization into a unified body.
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When exact rules, either verbal or written, have been established;

authority has been actually delegated; the system can work, because the

respective duties and responsibilities of the various department heads

and executives have been placed.

When developing rules and regulations, provisions must be made

so they can be modified or changed as conditions change. These rules

and regulations should not be so detailed that individual initiative vrill

be destroyed.

All personnel must have a proper understanding of all rules and

regulations so they will not interpret them wrongly. If a proper under

standing has been reached, then should a situation arise that requires

use of judgment ~ the personnel involved will use judgment and not

interpret a rule to-the-letter when he would actually err in doing so.

1|. Exercise of Effective Leadership. The last of the fundamentals of

organization is effective leadership, and it is probably the most

important. Certainly it is the most intangible and the most difficult

to develop. The functioning of the organization as a whole is

determined by the effectiveness of leadership. As the organization

becomes more complicated, the necessity for more intelligent directing

becomes paramount.

Organizing and supervising are the two main tasks for an

executive to perform. Supervising takes the greater part of his time

and consists primarily of making decisions and handling the exceptional

cases, as they arise, in a manner that promotes the smooth operation

of the organization.

"Effective leadership implies the prior development of the

primary fundamentals of organization. Without these fundamentals,

executive control involves one-man supervision of most of the details
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of a business with all the attendant difficulties." (5)

Poor leadership is readily observed and shows in an executive's

inability to be rid of all the work that comes to him for decision.

The executive who makes snap judgments, shows his ignorance of the

relationship of the various phases of business to his own, or who

steadily follows custom is bleeding a potential organization of its

possibilities.
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TYPE OF ORGANIZATION

2k

The organization used by the majority of we11-integrated medium-

size sawmills is general throughout the western sawmill-region. It is

a combination of the "military" and the "line-and-staff" type organiza

tion. Supreme authority exists in the head of the organization and

definite and fixed responsibilities rest on subordinate department heads,

Typical Starting Organization (See Figure 1 in Appendix)

The corporate organization is composed of stockholders who are

the monetary backers of the enterprise. The stockholders elect from

their membership a board of directors to govern the organization.

The board of directors elects its own officers and chooses a general

manager for the sawmill. It is the general procedure in a sawmill

organization of this size and type, which is built to manufacture 50 M

to 125 Mb.f. per eight-hour shift, to place one of the majority-stock

owners in the position of general manager.

The general manager then employs a construction engineer, mill

wright, and a logging engineer to build the sawmill and to set up the

woods operation.

This organization then goes through the initial building opera

tions and completes the plant. During the construction period, key-

men are placed on the payroll and they help in the construction work.

Generally the corporation has sufficient capital from stock,

bond, and note issues to finance the mill proper, real estate, and

timber lands. If the timber is not owned outright, then the corpora-
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tion should secure long-term cutting-rights to the amount of timber

necessary to operate the mill through its expected life-time.

After this stage of organization has been completed, it is possible

for the company to buy equipment on purchase contracts. (10)

The necessary operating capital is usually acquired for the pre

liminary operations through warehousing the initial product inventory.

This latter system of large-scale financing to obtain working capital

is limited only to the size of inventory (production). It entails no

dilution of ownership or control on the business, is free of red-

tape inconvenience, provides excellent inventory control, and can be

utilized at very }ow cost. One-half the value of the inventory can be

obtained from most warehouse organizations. (6) (See Figure 2 in

Appendix)

Production Organization

As the sawmill commences operation, the construction engineer

and the millwright are replaced with a plant-superintendent — often,

the experienced millwright will be retained in this position. The

logging engineer often becomes the new logging-superintendent when the

woods operations start. (10)

Plant-Superintendent. The plant-superintendent is responsible

to the general manager for the following men and respective departments:

Mill foreman in charge of the sawmill proper; chief engineer in charge

of the power plant; yard-superintendent, who is in turn responsible

for the actions of the shipping foreman, kiln foreman and kilns,

planing mill foreman and planing mill operation.

Logging-Superintendent. The logging-superintendent is responsible

to the general manager for the following men and respective divisions
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from the woods operations: Road foreman and logging engineer, bull-

buck, scaler, skidding and loading foreman, chief shop mechanic, and

truck foreman. (10)

Sales and Accounting. The purchasing, sales, and accounting de

partments are directly under the general manager and responsible to him.

The sales division may be entirely local in nature or the division may

keep salesmen on the road, full or part time, to market the product. (10)
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V

INSURING THE SAWMILL

The importance of sawmill insurance is extremely great because the

sawmill itself is very hazardous to fire. These hazards include electric

al, boilers, refuse, dust and dirt, and frame construction hazards. Two

other important factors to consider when justifying the cost of fire

insurance are: uninsured property has no good loan risk, and positive

maintenance of capital is not possible. (Fire without insurance would

destroy not only the buildings but the capital invested in them.) (l)

A definite fixed cost for insurance must be charged against every

thousand board feet of lumber produced in the sawmill. There are various

federal and state requirements, as to the matter of compensation and

liability insurance, which must be satisfied.

"Although various insurance risks are not exactly predictable,

experience furnishes an excellent guide to forecast the number and

importance of fires and how many workmen are likely to be injured over

a given period of time." (2) This principle is known as the "law of

large numbers" and is the basis of all insurance rates.

"Fire insurance is a fundamental coverage and around this

fundamental there are various types of insurance forms. There is no

published standard, as in each instance the agent soliciting the business

drafts a form that will fit the individual plant of his client. There

are a number of variables that may or may not be in evidence in a

particular plant. If a plant comprises a number of structures, the

insurance is generally built-up around what is known as blanket-form.
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This may bring into play such things as exclusions, permits and privileges,

watchman's warranty, average clause requirement, etc. It is quite common

to attach to a fire policy what is known as the extended coverage en

dorsement. For an additional charge in rate, the fire policy is extended

to also cover explosion, lightning, civil commotion, windstorm, hail,

damage for earthquake and vehicles, and damage from smoke. Another form

of coverage known as business interruption insurance compensates for

profits and fixed expenses that are prevented from being earned by

reason of fire. There is considerable competition among agents in

drafting forms, as competition demands that each agent soliciting business

prepare the best possible coverage under the established rate applying.

Automatic sprinklers provide the best type of fire protection yet

developed and where installed in a standard manner and with adequate

water supplies will provide a very material reduction in insurance

costs, amounting in some instances to 60 per cent to 80 per cent depend

ing upon circumstances at the plant and the efficiency of the fire

protection provided." (12)

The Reciprocal Insurance Company

The reciprocal insurance company is a group of people in one

industry who have gone together to insure each other. An example of

this is the Lumbermen's Insurance Alliance, of which U. S. Epperson

Underwriting Company is a subsidiary.

These reciprocal insurance companies are organized to: 1. reduce

cost, and 2. provide extensive coverage. Part of the strength of this

type organization lies in its assessment-clause, which will provide

additional capital if necessary. The U. S. Epperson Company prides

itself in that it has never had to ask for a single additional assess-
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ment, but still holds that clause in effect to maintain its strength and

to give confidence to its policyholders, (l)

Most of the progressive insurance underwriters offer engineering

and planning services to sawmill administrators who are building new

plants or expanding old ones. A company can often save itself many

dollars in premiums if it will request these services and utilize them

in locating and constructing new structures. (2)

Basis of Determining Insurable Value

A sawmill can insure to 100 per cent of the insurable value and

collect this amount. The insurable value of a sawmill and its property

is the new and replacement value of that property at the place and date

of fire, less normal depreciation. (Depreciation is never considered

more than 30 per cent if the mill is operating efficiently.)

The insurer should determine the values of his holdings from

appraisal company recommendations. It is quite important that a mill

carry insurance coverage on depreciated-replacement value and not on

book value, because these items differ to a great extent in many

instances, (l)

Factors Affecting Rates

In general, the plant buildings should be located on solid

ground without communicating platforms or structures. The mill build

ings should be well separated so that in case of a fire in one unit

there would be no danger of the entire plant being destroyed. In

establishing standards for the various types of construction,

resistiveness to fire has been the guiding principle. Smaller sizes of

materials than those prescribed may be satisfactory for operating

condition, but from a fire-protection standpoint, that building is
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preferable which will resist the spread of fire until fire-fighting

apparatus can be brought into effective use. (9) For a list of normal

charges and credits used to adjust fire rates, see Figure 3 in Appendix.

A few of the more important things that affect rates are location

of refuse fire, power plant, protected or unprotected buildings, and

whether sprinkler system is installed and in working condition.

Common Forms of Sawmill Insurance

"Every sawmill in its various activities is faced with unavoidable

risks. In addition to the uncertainties incident to the normal course

of business, there are numerous external hazards beyond company control

which must be faced." (2)

The most common forms of insurance available to absorb the risk

from these hazards are: 1. Direct damage insurance; 2, Use and

Occupancy; 3» Depreciation Insurance; I|.. Liability and Credit Protec

tion; and 5« Workmen's Compensation.

Direct Damage Insurance. Insurance which is to cover losses due

to direct damage is classified as fire insurance and usually has an

extended coverage endorsement which covers, besides direct fire losses,

the following coverages: 1. explosion losses; 2. lightning; 3. civil

commotion; U. windstorm; 5. hail; 6. damage for earthquake; 7. vehicles;

and 8. damage from smoke.

Many progressive timber owners carry catastrophe insurance which

protects them from losses to their timber due to fires and insect damage.

Direct liability insurance is usually carried in $10,000 amounts

in order that the company may remain free of lawsuits up to that amount

in case of injury of anyone on the premises.

It is advisable for mills owning their 011m logging equipment to
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have complete coverage for fire-damage and liability on this equipment

and on the logging camp. Also, they generally carry comprehensive

liability insurance on the contractors who do the logging for them.

It is imperative that mills hauling over public roads have full

coverage (fire, property damage, and collision) for their Jogging trucks,

This is usually underwritten with a |250.00 deductible clause.

A well-insured mill will carry full coverage under a blanket

policy for the entire plant at the current appraised value. When the

policy is written under blanket it is usually subject to 90 per cent

co-insurance.

Most insurance underwriting companies require the sawmill to re

port their insured, lumber-inventory at the end of every month.

In order that a sawmill may place itself in a position to get

the lowest possible premium for its insurance needs, it should be a

protected plant under a fire department. The mill, power-house, and

adjoining buildings should be completely protected by a sprinkler

system, while the remainder of the plant and the seasoning yard may be

protected with hydrants. (10)

Use and Occupancy Insurance. Use and occupancy insurance is a

relatively new form of insurance, designed to safeguard the continuous

operation and continuous profits of a sawmill or other industrial

enterprise. This type of insurance compensates for interruptions to

production facilities resulting from fires. In many cases, break-down

insurance is a part of the use and occupancy policy, as both fire and

equipment break-down will interrupt production. The losses caused

when production is stopped or slowed-up may be far more expensive to

the mill-ower than the actual damage by fire or the replacement cost
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of the machinery. When the production is affected in this way overhead

charges continue as normal, but income and the expected profit drop or

cease entirely. Use and occupancy and also break-down insurance com

pensates the mill owner for any such losses. The rates for insurance

of this type vary greatly with the individual mill. Basically, they

are affected by the anticipated volume of business and the expected

profits for a period as would be indicated by previous records. (10)

It is the usual practice for mills to carry full coverage

policies on the power-house boilers; for protection against break-down,

fire, explosion, etc. Use and occupancy is carried on the boilers,

power plant, turbines, mill, and the kilns. (10)

Liability and Credit Protection. Liability covers the cost that

might result from an accident for which the mill must incur an expense

aside from ordinary liability and accident insurance. Credit protection

is an insurance against bad credit-risks arising from debts that cannot

be collected. The rates vary widely with the past experience and condi

tion of the individual mill. (2)

Workmen's Compensation Insurance. Workmen's compensation insur

ance has been a gradual development as a result of legislative enactments

in the various states and on the part of the federal government. This

legislation requires employers to compensate their employees for

injuries incurred in connection with their work. The principle has

been well established that the loss to a workman from an injury should

be charged against the product, rather than against the unfortunate

individual concerned. The burden, therefore, has rested with the

employer, and consequently he has made every effort to take precaution

ary measures to eliminate all forms of accidents and injury. (7)
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Compensation insurance is usually carried in one of four different

ways, namely: 1. in stock insurance companies; 2. in mutual insurance

companies; 3« in state insurance fund; 1+. in self or company insurance.(2)

Many companies prefer the mutual insurance company, because mutual

companies generally provide more rigid inspection and provide more con

venient hospital and medical care. The mutual company also returns

profits to the policy-holder in the form of dividends; while the old-

line stock company is a profit making insurance group. (2)

The employee pays only a small share of the cost of compensation

insurance, and the burden of the cost of such insurance is borne by the

employer. Rates in effect with the companies operating in ponderosa

pine are about §3»°0 per $100 payroll at the sawmill and about $5.50

per $100 payroll on the logging operation. The rates are usually ad

justed on an average, five-year operation run after the first five

years, (k)
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VI

OPERATING STATEMENT

Perhaps the most important service of accounting to sawmill man

agement is the concrete measurement it can be made to render of the

effect on profits of the business activities, methods, and policies.

The operating statement of a sawmill's operations renders a

definite picture, monthly, of the unit costs per thousand board feet

as charged against each activity in the manufacturing phase, from tree

to the soId-product.

The usefulness of the operating statement can be realized in pre

senting the income and expense accounts in comparative-form for measur

ing results of prior periods. When a good cost accounting system is

established and properly used so that costs can be assigned to the

individual operations and the proper burden charged to these various

accounts, then an accurate cost per thousand board feet of lumber can

be arrived at. (3)

The operating statement is also valuable in that it is possible

to compare the actual amount of each expense with the amount pre

determined as reasonably necessary and an investigation can be

thoroughly made into the reasons for the substantial variation between

the actual and the predetermined amount for each expense, (ll)

Sample Operating Statement

The sample shows the various accounts and sub-accounts taken

from the operating ledger to form the operating statement.



OPERATING STATEMENT

Logging
1, Falling & Bucking Labor
2, Other Labor
3, Tools, Supplies & Expense

Total

Skidding & Loading:
k. Skidding Labor
5. Skidding Repair & Expense
6. Loading Labor
7. Loading Repair & Supplies

Total

Hauling:
8, Contract Hauling
11, Road Labor

12, Road Repair & Expense
Total

General Logging Expense:
13. Superintendence
ill. Compensation Ins.
15. Social Security Taxes
I6A General Supplies & Expense
l6B Fire Expense
17B Deprec. Logging Equip.
17E Amortization Main Road

Total

Stumpage:
1QA Contract Stumpage

19B Timber Taxes
19C Slash Disposal

Total

Total Cost of Logs
Inv. Pond First of Period

Total

Inv. Pond End of Period

Logs Sawn
Over or Under Run & %

Cost of Logs Mil Tally

Power:

20. Labor

21. Supplies
22. Power Sales

Total

35



Operating Statement - Continued

Cost of Logs Mill Tally

Sawmill:

2l|. Labor
25, Supplies

Total

Green Handling:
30, Sorting Labor
32. Piling Labor
3l|. Miscellaneous Labor
36. Kiln Labor
37. Supplies
38. Transportation Labor
39. Transportation Supplies

Total

Indirect:

1|0, Shop Labor
1+1. Shop Supplies
1|2. Misc. Labor
ll3. Misc. Supplies
I46. Social Security
1|7, Compensation Ins.
I48. Fire & Other Ins.

Wood Sales

Total

Charge Shipping &Selling (§)
Balance

1|9. Deprec. Mill Plant
Total

Overhead:

50, Salaries
51. Office Supplies
53. WPA Dues
5l|. Travel Expense
55. Taxes Property
57. General Expense
59» Discounts Received

Total

Charge Shipping & Selling (-|)
Balance

Total Cost of Manufacturing
Cost of Logs

Total Cost of Lumber in Pile

36



Operating Statement - Continued

Cost of Lumber in Pile

Inventory First of Period
Total

Inventory End of Period
Total Cost of Lumber Sold

Dry Handling, Planing & Shipping
70. Dry Handling & Sorting Labor
72. Transportation Labor
73» Transportation Supplies
7k» Planing Mill Labor
75. Planing Mill Supplies
76. Loading Labor
77. Miscellaneous Supplies

Total

Indirect Overhead & Deprec.
Indirect Expense
Overhead Expense
Deprec. Planing Mill & Yard
Total

Selling:
90. Sales Salaries
91. Office & Travel Expense
96, Commissions

Total

Total Cost of Sales

Sales Realization

Sales Deductions:

97» Over or Under Weights
98, Discounts
99. Claims

Total

Net Sales Realization

Gross Profits on Sales

Other Income & Expense:
Misc. Expense
Misc. Income

Total

Net Income

Accrued Income & Excess Profits Tax

Net Profit After Deducting Tax

37
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APPENDIX
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IV)

ANALYZE THE IMPACT OF SUFFICIENT WORKING CAPITAL ON YOUR BUSINESS
(For open-minded executives)

A few minutes of your time spent on this analysis may mean thousands in savings for you.
Select any convenient operating period. Write in the amounts you would have saved,or the extra

profits you could have made, if you had had the use of enough cash in each transaction or production
measure.

Some operations may not apply to your business; pass over them. Undoubtedly you can suggest
others which are especially pertinent. Space is provided for these.

LATENT PROFITS: It is difficult to estimate profits not made because of opportunities not seized;
but every business man can recall instances where he could have profited handsomely, given the use
of enough cash. This study will be of value to you as a business check-up in proportion to the scope,
accuracy and penetration of your estimates.

BUSINESS ANALYSIS

Operating period from

SAYINGS

I. CASH DISCOUNTS
Total purchases on which discounts not taken..

Less discounted value of above total

2. QUANTITY DISCOUNTS
Cost of L. C. L purchases...

Less cost of same at C. L. prices..

3. LOWER FREIGHT BILLS
Freightpaid on L. C. L purchases

Less freight at C. L rates

4. SEASONAL DISCOUNTS
Cost of special seasonal purchases

Less cost of same during off season.

5. Savings on opportune purchases for cash..

6.

_to..

PRODUCTION ECONOMIES

Adequate financing enables production managers to add equipment, build up inven
tories and spread manufacturing more evenly between seasons. Resultant savings
through greater volume, reduced overtime, night work and labor turnover, etc., can
amount to an impressive total. Enter here estimated cash values of these economies:
7. Reduced overtime

8. Fewer inefficient night shifts

9. Fewer green hands employed

10. Reduced training expenses

11. Fewer work stoppages for lack of materials

12. Greater volume from more efficient equipment installed..

13 __

14

LATENT PROFITS

Adequate working capital permits transactions and operations which otherwise are
impracticable, or at least are restricted to the financing at hand. Skill, experience
and good judgment plus this new infusion of working capital may reasonably be
expected to yield substantial profits. Here are suggested a few of the more obvious
measures. Space is provided for your "specials." Enter cash values:
15. Higher prices realized because goods can be carried until higher prices are obtainable
16. Sales increases to accounts which demand, and can be granted, extended credit terms
17. Interest paid by the accounts in No. 16

18. Sales increases made possible by "off-the-shelf" delivery
19. Sales increases from new line or franchise

20. Sales increases from new territory

21. Sales increases from stepped-up advertising..

22

23

Total cash value of transactions and operations made possible by new working-capital funds brought to
the business by Field Warehousing. [Transfer to Profits.] J

Copyright, 1947, Lawrence Warehouse Company, San Francisco.

Cash Value

H



Name_ ^Date_ .19.

LocatiorL By-

PLANING MILL* SAW MILL*

DEFICIENCY CHARGES Schedule Schedule

Protection Charges:

Fire Pump, none ....

Basis

.50

.25

.26

3.20 3.20 Basis

.50

.26

.26

2.96 2.95

Fire Pump, not standard (under 500 gallons not standard) . .

Tank, none

No Tank, but fire pump equipped with automatic governor .26

.10 to .25

.10 to .25

.50

.25 to .60

.25

.10 to .20

.50

.26

.25 to .50

1.75

2.00 to 8.00

1.60 to 2.00

.25 to 1.00

.25

.10 to .26

.10 to .26

.60

.25 to .50

.25

.10 to .20

.50

.25

.25 to .60

1.75

2.00 to 3.00

1.50 to 2.00

.25 to 1.00

.26

.26 to .76

.25 to .60

.60

.26

.15

.25

2.00

Prohibited

1.00

1.50

.25

.60

.25

.10 to .25

.15 to .50

.25

.26

.50

.25

.25

Capacity or elevation of tank, not standard ...
(No credit given for tank elevated less than 20' above roof of highest building
to be protected and of less capacity than 10,000 gallons.)

Tank, poorly located; exposed by buildings less than 50'

Hydrants or hose or mains, none

Hydrants or hose or mains, not standard..

No interior hose connections (no charge if chemicals provided)

Interior hose connections, not standard

Barrels and buckets, none

No chemical extinguishers (no charge if interior hose connections provided)

Steam not kept up continuously on pumps
(Not applied if gravity pressure from standard tank or adequate city pressure
maintained.)

No fire protection (not including barrels and buckets). Total charges

Boiler House Charges:

Boilers in main building..
Boilers in frame or iron clad boiler house within 10' of main building, not cut off by

a 13" brick constructed or 6" or more laminated fire wall

Boilers in iron clad, metal roofed boiler house, not cut off, over 10' and within 25'

Wooden conveyors from mills, passing over boiler ovens
(Last charge not applicable when boiler house is over 25' from mill.)

Fuel Vault Charges:
.25 to .75

.25 to .50

.50

.26

.15

.26

2.00

Prohibited

1.00

1.50

.25

.60

.25

.10 to .26

.15 to .50

Brick vault, with non-fireproof roof, adjoining or communicating with mill, not cut off

No steam jets in fuel vault within 60'.

Steam jets, not standard (one 1%" standard) .

Openings from brick vault into boiler house, less than 10' from boilers

Openings from brick vault into boiler house not properly protected ...
(Charges for shavings vault not to be made when metal conveyors are extended
to boiler house detached 25'.)

Slab Fire and Refuse Burner Charges:

Refuse or shaving fire within 125' and guarded

Refuse or shaving fire within 125' and unguarded or 100' and guarded

Refuse or shavings fire over 125' and within 150' and guarded

Refuse or shavings fire over 125' and within 150' and unguarded _

Refuse or shavings fire over 150' and within 200' and guarded

Refuse or shavings fire over 150' and within 200' and unguarded

Refuse or shavings fire over 200' and within 250' and unguarded

Miscellaneous Charges:

Electrical installation, not standard ...-

First floor, dark or machinery congested — ....
Sawing dry pine logs not dumped in pond or washed by spray (not applicable to

Box shooks, veneer, sash, doors, blinds, variety, stave or novelty work manufacture .25 to .50

.50

.25

.26

.25

No watchman with approved watch clock

Operation on two or more floors — .— —

.50

TOTAL

*If more than one risk of same class show number or other designation.



DEDUCTIONS PLANING MILL SAW MILL

Boiler House Credits:
Schedule Schedule

No boiler house or fuel house . .25

.26

.25

.25

.25

.25

.25

.26

.50

.25

.10

.10
Apply to

Office

.05

.15

Apply to
Office

Apply to
Office

.25

.25

.10

.15

.26

.26

.25

.26

.25

.25

Boiler house and fuel house, frame or metal clad, 60 feet or more from mill

All steel, or concrete, brick and steel boiler house and fuel house

Brick boiler house and fuel house, non-fire resistive roof, detached 25 feet or more . ..

Refuse and Shavings Fire Credits:

Refuse or shavings fire, 260 feet or over and provided with standard guard

Refuse and shavings fire, 300 feet or over and not provided with guard

No refuse or shavings fire .25

.25

.05

.10

.25 to .50

.10

.10
Apply to

Office

.05

.15

.05
Apply to

Office

.16

Apply to
Office

.25

.25

.10

.15

Standard refuse burner

Floor Credits:

Saw Mill, lower floor earth, gravel or cinders

Saw Mill, lower floor, concrete .

Saw Mill, Saw Floor, concrete

Planing Mill, machine floor, concrete on ground- . .

Planing Mill, machine floor, earth . ... .. . __ _ . __

Miscellaneous Credits:

Concrete bearing supports

A.D.T. Watch Service (optional)

City Fire Department and hydrants .

Fire Tup protection (optional)

Steel Roof Frame-Work

Steel conveyors in saw mill . _

Brick, reinforced concrete or steel constructed mills

Saw Mill, Entire framework oak or other hardwood (optional, consult office)

Sprinkler system (25% to 50% of basic rate plus charges, depending on character of
installation) . ... . ... ...

Hardwood, fir or cypress only cut. _. _

Machinery driven by direct connected motors.

Wiring in metal conduits _ _

Skeleton wood frame, metal clad (not over wood siding)

TOTAL DEDUCTIONS

NET RATE

BOILER HOUSE, ENGINE HOUSE AND FUEL HOUSE RATES

frame or iron-clad within 60 feet of mill or planer (with or without cut-off wall) Planer rate
Planer rate

+ .25

Planer rate

Planer rate

Planer rate

2.00

1.75

1.50

Planer rate

2.00

.25

Planer rate

10%

Mill rate
Mill rate

+ .25

Mill rate

Mill rate

Mill rate

2.00

1.75

1.50

Mill rate

2.00

.25

Mill rate

10%

20%

Wood Frame, iron-clad, over 60 feet from mill or planer (with or without cut-off wall)

Laminated construction, 2"x6" or 2"x8" material, for both walls and roofs

Brick or concrete, not fire-resistive, within 26 feet of mill or planer

Brick or concrete, not fire-resistive, over 25 feet from mill or planer
Note: 50c charge to be added for no steam jet in fuel vault not fire resistive construc

tion and detached 60 feet or more.
Brick or concrete, fire-resistive, within 10 feet of mill or planer (based on 80% co-

insurance)-.. . .
Brick or concrete, fire-resistive, over 10 feet, within 20 feet (based on 80% co

insurance) . .
Brick or concrete, fire-resistive, over 20 feet from mill or planer (based on 80% co

insurance) .

All steel within 25 feet of mill or planer

All steel over 25 feet from mill or planer (based on 80% co-inBurance)
Fire-resistive Engine Room between boiler house and mill, credit may be allowed in

rating boiler house

Brick or concrete, fire-resistive, or all steel, any distance if no co-insurance warranted..

Brick or concrete, fire-resistive, any distance, or all steel over 25 feet, if 90% co
insurance warranted under specific cover

Brick or concrete, fire-resistive, any distance, or all steel over 25 feet, if 100% co
insurance warranted under specific cover 20%

TOTAL

NET RATE



DRY KILNS

Deficiency Charges:

Brick, tile or concrete, but not standard as to parapet walls, roof or interior construction. (Standard parapet is 24*)

Cribbed construction. (Walls and roof must be at least 2" x 6")

Frame or iron clad building . . _. - —

Piping supports of wood . —

Drying by hot air blower system (Drying by direct fire heat or furnace system prohibited) - _

Steam jets, none (humidity sprays not acceptable as steam jets) - — - - - -
Steam jet, not standard. (Two Ihi" automatic or one 2" manually controlled are standard.) Or valve not properly

located . -- — - —

Fire pump, none

Fire pump, not standard (500 gallons or over is standard).—

Hydrants, or hose, or mains, none

Hydrants, or hose, or mains, not standard ...

Barrels and buckets, none -

Steam not kept up continuously on fire pumps. (Not applied if gravity pressure from standard tank or adequate
city pressure maintained) . . _

No fire protection (not including barrels and buckets), total charge - -

No watchman _._ -

Deductions:

Tile or concrete roofs, or laminated 2"xl0" (or over) material-

Laminated roofs, 2*x6" material (applies to brick or laminated kilns)

Drying cypress or hardwood only ... .— .

Automatic steam jets. (Natural draft—two 1%" standard; circulating systems—-four l%* standard.)

Cross circulating and moist air systems with automatic temperature and humidity controls —

Fire-resistive doors (except on frame kilns) „.

For sprinkler system (25% to 50% of basic rate plus charges depending on installation)

A. T. D. watch service. (Optional) .__ .

Lumber in fire-resistive kilns, rates 25c higher than kiln building.

Lumber in kilns with laminated roof, rates 25c higher than kiln building.

Lumber in frame, standard or sprinklered kilns, rates same as kiln buildings.

City Fire Department and hydrants .... ____

Tile, brick or concrete walls, fire resistive roof if 90% co-insurance warranted under specific cover....

Tile, brick or concrete walls, fire resistive roof if 100% co-insurance warranted under specific cover .

TOTAL

TOTAL DEDUCTIONS

NET RATE

Schedule

Basis

.25 to 1.00

1.00

2.00

.50

1.00

1.00

.25 to .50

.50

.25

.50

.25 to .50

.50

.25

1.25

.50

.50

.25

.25

.25
Apply to

Office

.25
Apply to

Office

.10

Apply to
Office

10%

20%

3.00 3.00

LUMBER YARDS AND SHEDS Schedule
Show Number or Designation of Yards and Sheds

Basis Rate $2.55 $2.30 $2.05 $1.80 $1.70 $1.55 $1.50 Basis

DEFICIENCY CHARGES

.25

.25

No barrels and buckets - -

DEDUCTIONS

Hydrant protection. (Full credit not allowed unless all parts within
300' of one or more 2%" hydrants)

One 30-gallon chemical cart (not allowed when any hydrant credit is

Total

.25

.05

.10

.50

%

.25

.10

Two 30-gallon chemical carts (not allowed when any hydrant credit is

90% or more Hardwood —
(Hardwoods are ash, basswood, beech, birch, chestnut, Cottonwood,

elm, gum, hickory, mahogany, maple, oak, poplar, redwood
and walnut.)

Less than 90% Hardwood -
(For each 10% reduction in amount of hardwood decrease credit .05)
90% Cypress -

90% Hemlock or Spruce .... — - —

-



LUMBER YARDS AND SHEDS—(Deductions Continued) Schedule

Fire resistive manufacturing unit exposure when clear space of 200
or less .26

.05

.30

.05

.05
Apply to

Office

6%

10%

Fire resistive manufacturing unit exposure when clear space of 300'
(No credit when clear space is 400' or over)

Sprinklered manufacturing unit exposure when clear space of 200
or less - _

Sprinklered manufacturing unit exposure when clear space of 300'

Tramways, not elevated, concrete or on ground. (Credit does not apply
to sheds or to yards having sheds on them) „,

City Fire Department and hydrants _ „

90 % co-insurance specific coverage

100% co-insurance specific coverage.... .. .

NET RATE

MISCELLANEOUS BUILDINGS

Store buildings and contents, frame .

Store buildings and contents, brick, wood floors

Store buildings and contents, brick, concrete floors

Store supply or feed warehouse (no hay)

Store supply or feed warehouse (with hay) _

Office building and contents, frame.

Office building and contents, brick

Boarding houses or hotels and contents, frame.—

Stables, frame

Machine, blacksmith, car shops and roundhouses, frame

Machine, blacksmith, car shops and roundhouses, metal clad with earth floor-

Depot buildings and contents, frame

Dispensary, frame (office basis) — —

Barber shop, frame

Post office, frame . — .

Pool hall, frame

School house and contents, frame

Church and contents, frame .

Picture shows . _ ,,

Garages (detached) —

Note: If above buildings have metal or composition roof, deduct 25c.

Note: Offices, commissaries and hotels, steam heated, deduct 25c.

Note: Negro occupancy of boarding houses or hotels, charge 25c.

Note: If above buildings are fire resistive construction or have sprinkler protection
refer to office with full information.

Oil houses, frame detached

Oil houses, metal clad detached -

Oil houses, fireproof detached

Pump houses, frame detached

Pump houses, metal clad detached .

Pump houses, fireproof detached

Foreign cars.- ._

Log skidder and locomotive (80% co-insurance)

DWELLINGS

Detached 50' frame with brick flues

Detached 25' to 50' frame with brick flues

Detached less than 25' frame with brick flues

Adjoining within 15' in rows of four or more

For negro occupancy of dwellings, charge

Metal flues, charge

Protected
by Mill or

City Water
Works

2.00

1.60

1.00

2.00

2.50

1.50

1.00

2.50

2.50

2.60

2.25

2.00

1.50

2.00

1.50

2.00

1.50

1.50

2.50

2.50

2.50

2.60

1.00

2.60

2.00

.25

Rate same as units where located

1.00 ' 1.50

1.00

1.25

1.50

2.00

.25

.25

Unpro
tected

2.50

1.76

1.25

2.50

8.00

2.00

1.25

3.00

3.00

3.00

2.75

2.50

2.00

2.50

2.00

2.50

2.00

2.00

3.00

3.00

3.50

8.50

1.50

S.00

2.50

1.26

1.60

2.00

3.60

.25

.25

Description of Roof Rate Rate

Dwellings and other buildings on farms connected with lumber manufacturing plants, rate same as on plants.
Dwelling rates are for one year's coverage. Three year's coverage will be written for two annual premiums or five years for three annual premiums
When above miscellaneous buildings are less than 100' from manufacturing units not of fire resistive construction the rate is to be same as on exDos

ing manufacturing unit. "

BUILDER'S RISK

All ordinary Builder's Risk to rate at 1%, subject to 80% co-insurance when written specifically, or 90% co-insurance when written under hl»nU«*
For rates on Builder's Risk on fire resistive construction refer to office with full information. "".nee wnen written under DIanket.
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